Georgia Humanities supports the efforts of nonprofit organizations seeking to foster connections between people and ideas. Through a competitive process, we award up to $2,500 to such cultural, civic, and educational entities as museums, libraries, universities, and historical societies for a range of projects, including walking tours, exhibitions, author talks, lecture series, and literary festivals.

Georgia Humanities awards program grants to support public humanities efforts across the state that are creative in their approach to organizing and delivering the knowledge and understanding of the humanities to the general public. Proposed projects, which may also be virtual, should apply the vitality and substance of the humanities to the concerns of Georgia’s citizens and provide for a meaningful experience for the local community. Georgia Humanities-funded projects must involve at least one humanities scholar, be open to diverse public audiences, and foster discussion and exchanges from different points of view.

Grant-supported program models have included, but are not limited to:

- Lecture series, public seminars, or panel discussions
- Exhibitions (traveling or permanent) with related programming
- Historic walking and driving tours
- Living history programs
- Author talks
- Literary festivals
- Workshops
- Reading and discussion programs

Fall 2022 Application opens: August 29

Optional Application Preliminary Review Deadline: September 12

Application Deadline: September 30

To access details and the Georgia Humanities grant application visit https://www.georgiahumanities.org/grants. For questions contact Jerald Crook at 470.448.7827 or jcrook@georgiahumanities.org.